
Item no.: 375226

MCTV-948 - Aktive Zimmerantenne DVB-T DVB-T2 Verstärkerantenne Antenne mit
Verstärker Saugn

from 19,64 EUR
Item no.: 375226

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The MCTV-948 antenna is a universal antenna for receiving analog and digital DVB-T/T2 H.265 HEVC TV programs.The advantages of the antenna are its small size and weight,
as well as the use of a suction cup, which gives unlimited possibilities for mounting the antenna, for example:- to the glass (both in the car and in the apartment outside and inside
the room)- to all smooth painted surfaces (furniture, etc.)The antenna provides excellent reception of stations broadcasting in horizontal or vertical polarization (without rotating the
antenna).The built-in state-of-the-art amplifier ensures that the antenna is highly resistant to any external interference, such as cellular networks, WiFi networks, CB-Radio and other
unwanted signals.Specifications- Frequency range: 174-230 Mhz, 470-790 MHz- Energy gain: 30-33 dB, max 44 dB- Output: 75 ohm- Power supply: 5V from the USB socket
located on the TV receiver or set-top box or other USB sockets such as a phone charger, optionally from a USB AC adapter or car cigarette lighter plug with a USB socketThe set
includes- Active room antenna DVB-T/T2 H.265 HEVC Maclean Slim MCTV-948- Antenna cable- Antenna plug- USB-5V connector- Stand for mounting the antenna- Suction cup-
Mounting instructions- Manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchaseFeatures- Universal antenna for receiving analog and digital DVB-T/T2 H.265 HEVC TV broadcasts- Small size
and weight- Provides excellent reception of stations broadcasting in horizontal or vertical polarization (without cutting the antenna).- The use of suction cup gives great possibilities
for fixing the antenna- Built-in amplifier- Perfect as a room antenna, for cars, laptops, camping trailers, yachts, summer houses- Manufactured in Poland
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